MTS-86C
8086 Microcomputer Trainer

What is 8086?
The Intel 8086 was designed by Intel in 1976
and released on June 9, 1978. It is the first
microprocessor which establishes the x86
architecture (16-bit registers, a 16-bit data

8086 CPU

bus, a 20-bit address bus, and a 1 MB physical memory), and the
x86 architecture has been proved to be one of the most successful
CPU architectures in the world.
MTS-86C is ideal for learning the foundation of today's computers.
With MTS-86C, users can understand the architecture and
programming of the 8086 CPU.

l The best tool for learning the basics of today's computers
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MTS-86C Function Blocks
The system contains five main parts: (1) an 8086 CPU (2) system
and user memory access (3) world standard chip sets (4) input
and output devices (5) external interface.
After users edit and make a assembly program codes from the PC,
they can download the program to the system memory and
execute it from the memory to observe the experiment results
immediately. In addition, debugging is also available through the
system keypad interface either from the PC or from MTS-86C.

All-in-One Trainer

The power supply and all necessary experimental
peripherals are integrated into the system for all 8086
experiments, so no additional equipment is required.

Demo programs are permanently stored in the ROM of the
system to provide quick system testing and functional
demonstration.
Programming codes are downloaded/ debugged/ executed
by the keyboard on the computer or MTS-86C.

The external interface allows users to design their own circuits
for experimentation.

All chip sets are protected by an acrylic cover on the top of
trainer panel and have their names clearly printed in the
corresponding positions on the acrylic panel.
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